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Exploring historic reconstruction of early seventeenth-century viols
Designing a viol which might be deemed historically appropriate for music from
before 1660 raises some challenges. Viols were vulnerable to damage or to creative
adaptation to suit changing tastes, and the few instruments that survive reasonably
intact often raise as many questions as they may answer. Detailed examination and
dendrochronology cannot make up for the (usually) poor documentation on old
instruments, even in the rare instances where the provenance and material history is
reasonably clear. It is particularly frustrating that so few English viols have survived
from the early seventeenth century (or before), as these instruments were often
subsequently regarded as the finest of their kind. Only the broad context is clear: for
example, we can safely assume that English viol-makers with any connection to the
royal court would have been able to examine the best sixteenth-century Italian viols
brought over by the musicians hired for service at the court of Henry VIII and later.
But we don't know why or when English makers started developing the highly
distinctive and innovative techniques that made their instruments so remarkable, and
which in turn inspired later makers in France, the Netherlands and Germany. A great
deal of uncertainty remains even on rudimentary questions regarding the functional
sizes, intended playing pitch and stringing of the instruments for which composers in
England from the 1560s to the 1640s composed their extraordinarily rich and
demanding viol music. We also lack reliable information on many key acoustic
features such as the original intended arching of the belly (before they were restrung
more heavily, later), and we can rarely account for more deliberate alterations over
time - for example the bass-bar, angle of the neck, fingerboard and set-up. Equally,
great caution must be exercised in drawing conclusions from hindsight: if we want to
focus on the 'golden age' of the consort viol in the decades before 1640, we should
avoid relying too much on the more numerous extant instruments of later makers
such as Barak Norman or Richard Meares, who worked in a very different musical
market. Their bass instruments (no doubt using overwound string technology) were
much smaller than what had been the norm before 1660, and were intended for very
different kinds of music, where the relationship to treble and tenor viols was no longer
important.
This exploratory paper will focus on just three aspects of early seventeenth-century
English viol design: the construction of the belly (front), the geometry of the
fingerboard, and possible bridge designs of consort viols. These aspects are of
course hugely important in terms of playing-characteristics and sound, and at the
same time we may readily agree that it is impossible to recreate the kinds of sound
qualities that might have been highly prized (but likely subject to personal taste) when

the instruments were new. Nevertheless we can still explore what we know about the
design of early English viols, and try to replicate the building techniques to see what
differences they make. What follows is based on practical experience of copying
surviving English instruments, alongside intensive playing and many years of
exploration of English consort music from Byrd to Jenkins - precisely the music that
gave rise to (or was facilitated by) the critical developments in viol design in
Elizabethan and Jacobean England. Although Byrd's early consort music would
almost certainly have been composed for viols without soundposts, we have no
reliable indications of the type of viol he may have had in mind. Accordingly, this
paper will focus on aspects of design from around 1590 (the likely date of the earliest
surviving English viols). Equally, the changes brought about by shifting musical tastes
after 1660 in England and in France will not be relevant.
Any understanding of viol design can now build firmly on the detailed study by M.
Fleming, Viol-making in England c.1580-1660 (PhD dissertation 2001, published on
CD in 2002), and its later development, M. Fleming & J. Bryan, Early English Viols:
Instruments, Makers, Music (2016). It is widely accepted that one distinctive feature
of many English viols from this period was a belly (front) constructed quite differently
from what appears to have been the norm amongst Italian makers. In 1982 Dietrich
Kessler published a paper in Early Music indicating that by the beginning of the
seventeenth century English makers habitually made bellies out of five (more rarely
seven) staves, heat-bent to match the intended arching, then glued together edge-on
before final thinning. Compared with carving the belly out of two planks joined in the
middle, this building technique proved highly successful not just because far less
wood was wasted, but also because it gave the finished instruments a lightness and
clarity of sound which would have suited the complex contrapuntal consort music of
the time.
This bent-stave technique, however, presents some significant challenges, with much
scope for further research. Experienced makers will already have a variety of
techniques to suit their way of working, but for those wanting to experiment, a simple
and controllable way to start might be to use an electric heat-gun with a 2000-watt
output (normally used for stripping paint), combined with simple clamping set-ups, to
achieve predictable and stable arching shapes. The wooden staves need to be as
thin as possible, and may be pre-soaked or dampened during the bending process to
ensure better heat penetration. The central stave (on a five-stave front) may well be
slightly scooped and close to its final thickness before it is heat-bent, and will readily
stabilise in a suitable arch. However, the staves on either side of the middle one are
more difficult, and it is not clear from the surviving original instruments whether these
staves were made by a combination of bending and carving, and if so, to what extent
and how. It was the old scorch marks (no doubt from shaped irons heated in a fire)

that Kessler noticed, but such discolouring is only superficial and disappears if the
stave is then scraped or planed. As Eph Segerman pointed out already in FoMRHI
Com.289 (July 1980), the thicker you leave a stave, to allow for final carving, the
more difficult it is to bend. Since the staves on either side of the central stave require
complex shaping around the middle, heat-bending would almost certainly not have
been sufficient without subsequent carving. By contrast, the outer staves (the wings)
can easily be made either by bending or carving, or both. To bend well, the staves
have to be heated to around 140°C on the inside of the curve (the cellular structure of
the wood will compress but not stretch), and the heat has to penetrate far enough
into the stave to ensure stability when cooled. But since the bending is achieved by
compression on the inside of the curve, any subsequent thinning or carving should as
far as possible be on the outside of the curve only, to retain stability. Preparing a
well-arched front this way is therefore more labour-intensive and takes longer than
simple carving.
Heat-bending will readily
accommodate different styles
of arching, similar to the
variants we know from Italian
violin-making of the time.
Vertically (from neck-block to
tail-peg) we might see
anything from an even
parabolic arch, to a more
complex shape with a steep
llustration 1: bending the central stave
curve at either end levelling off
to an almost (but not quite) flat short stretch under the bridge. Across the instrument,
various recurve-patterns on either side of the central stave appear to be common,
especially round the C-bouts and to a lesser extent on the upper half of the belly. To
help achieve such a shape, the central stave is first set to whatever kind of arching
might be deemed most appropriate (see illustr. 1), and should be left for a day or two
to ensure it has stabilised completely.
How such a central arching was
meant to interact with the
adjacent staves is conjectural,
and stabilising the bending may
require some special clamping
(see illustr. 2) and some careful
experimentation, as well as the
application of a significant
I
llustration 2: bending a stave to match the central stave

amount of penetrating heat. Unless a much larger and more powerful bending iron is
available allowing the bending to be done free-hand, this kind of clamping will yield
the desired result even if it takes several successive goes. Once the staves have
stabilised (best left a day or so), the edges can be prepared either with a jointing
plane fixed sole-up in a workbench, or by clamping the well-supported stave in such
a way that the plane can slide sideways on the workbench to maintain the correct
angle. It goes without saying that each join has to fit very accurately, to sustain the
arching as the front is built up. Since free-hand rub-joins are nearly impossible to do
accurately on such thin curved staves, it may be helpful to assemble the front on a
flat surface, with the central stave fixed to the workbench, and adjacent staves
added, rub-jointed by sliding on the workbench and then gently clamped in place with
wedges. It is important to make sure that the pressure does not make the central
arch rise (illustr. 3). When all the joins have set, the final shaping and thicknessing
can be done, using the middle stave itself as the template for the longitudinal arching
and as a guide for the transverse arching.
A front made up this
way seems to have
more resilience and
spring than one
carved out of two
solid sections.
Accordingly, a bentstave belly can be
remarkably thin and
light, giving a bright
sound and quick
llustration 3: assembly
response. An
exceptionally well-preserved example is the bass by Henry Jaye dating from 1619,
formerly owned by Kessler and now in the Royal College of Music. It was carefully
restored to as close to its original condition as possible, and, remarkably, is in playing
order. I am very grateful to the curator of instruments at the RCM for allowing me
access both to the documentation on its restoration, and to the instrument itself: see
also D. Kessler, 'The restoration of two English viols by Henry Jaye and Richard
Meares', in A viola da gamba Miscellanea, ed. S. Orlando (Limoges, 2005); and M.
Fleming, Thomas MacCracken and Klaus Martius, 'The Jaye Project', in The Viol,
no.8 (2007), 25-32. Since the neck appears to be original, the intended string length
(around 760 mm) and geometry may well be historically correct. Provided we can
reliably see the arching of the belly as an approximation to what it would have been
when originally strung up and played, we may be able to draw some significant
conclusions. As the instrument stands today, the central stave of the belly rises quite

steeply from the top and bottom blocks, but is almost (though not quite) flat in the
middle, where it supports the bridge. This, combined with quite pronounced recurves
around the waist, may explain why the instrument is superbly responsive and clear
on the upper strings, without ever being loudly aggressive or boomy. (At the time I
examined the instrument, the lower strings had not yet been replaced with plain gut,
so the quality in the lower range could not be evaluated).
The extraordinary technical demands made particularly on the bass viol in the music
of Jenkins and Lawes would also have required a carefully shaped fingerboard to
allow for nimble passage-work and chordal playing. The precise shape of the
fingerboard is therefore of critical importance on a good instrument, and has to be
planned carefully. Early viols almost always have replacement necks, but on the
1619 Jaye both neck and fingerboard are original, and the decorative inlay on the
fingerboard would have placed a limit on subsequent alterations. It would therefore
seem that the instrument was designed for quite a low bridge, a hence a fairly
restrained playing technique.
At a glance, the fingerboard on any viol may look like the segment of a cone tapering
to a point above the pegbox, with the strings following a similar trajectory
appropriately spaced above the fingerboard. However, this perception is wrong. The
curvature of the bridge is tighter than the curvature of the nut - and that means that
if the fingerboard is a cone it is upside-down, pointing towards the floor. Typically, a
baroque viol bass bridge has a radius of around 75 mm, while the nut is flatter, often
with a radius of 90 mm or more. Since the strings are closer together at the nut than
at the bridge, it follows that the outer strings (treble and bass) are running slightly
diagonally across the notional cone of the fingerboard. If we imagine an upside-down
parking cone, and hold a string so that it is running diagonally across the surface of
the cone, we can immediately recognise that even if the string nearly touches the
cone where it crosses, it will be a substantial distance away from the cone at both
ends (where the nut and bridge would be). On a viol, of course, the strings run above
the fingerboard, so can be made to work adequately simply by having a bridge and a
nut that are slightly too high. But if we want an action that is completely consistent
and precise all the way up the frets and beyond, the fingerboard needs to be
scooped slightly, fractionally more so towards both sides than along the centre-line,
to allow for the fact that the outer strings are not running in line with the upside-down
cone of the fingerboard. Even carefully graded frets cannot compensate. Given the
highly virtuosic music written for the viol, the best early English makers will certainly
have been aware of this, and will have scooped their fingerboards to compensate.
Since the frets can slide back towards the nut, out of the way, it is easy to check the
geometry of the fingerboard by holding a straight-edge precisely along the trajectory
of each of the strings, and if appropriate make minor alterations (provided the

fingerboard is not veneered, and any inlay is sufficiently deep). We might remind
ourselves that Jenkins' father was himself an instrument maker.
At this point, the design and geometry of the bridge has to be added into the
evaluation of the tone quality and the clarity of articulation. Unfortunately, since
bridges are liable to damage and loss, not to mention changing tastes, it is
impossible to link any surviving old bridges to the instrument for which they may
originally have been intended. Visual evidence (as in paintings or prints) is extremely
scarce for England; and because domestic musical cultures were different, it is not
safe to assume that the more common inclusion of viols in early seventeenth-century
Dutch paintings, or in engravings such as those of Praetorius or Mersenne, provides
reliable evidence for early English desiogns. The best we can do is to speculate on
the basis of what visual evidence we have, and then conduct wide-ranging practical
experimentation to see what works best. Several types of bridge-design are widely
used by modern makers, including a pattern distinctive for its fairly long legs and
triangulated holes in the upper section - often described as a 'Meares' bridge,
though whether that late seventeenth-century maker used this pattern predominantly,
or at all, is not clear. A more reliable option for early English viols might be the type
illustrated in Christopher Simpson, The Division-Viol (1659/1665) - though here we
might observe that this illustration dates from after the English civil war, by which time
viol consort playing was no longer fashionable. If we venture further afield, we might
consider the bridge illustrated in Mersenne's Harmonie universelle (1636), which has
the merit of being contemporary with some of the greatest English consort music, and
is very similar to some of the bridges visible in Dutch paintings from the same time.
We might also turn to the very highly developed traditions of northern-Italian makers
of bowed instruments, for although the viol was being sidelined by the violin family in
Italy, a number of makers remained active. Stradivarius himself made viols, and
drawings with templates for one he made in 1684 survive. It is from his workshop that
we also have the only known bridge templates that survive from this period including a couple of undated ones usually described as templates for a tenor-violin
or cello, but equally plausible for viol-type instruments of the relevant size.
Predictably, all these bridge-designs differ radically, and since none of them can be
clearly linked to the kinds of viols made in England in the early seventeenth century,
the best we can do is to explore what each of them can do, in order to understand
the sound-world in which they were conceived. Experimenting with bridge-design is a
time-consuming process: given the number of variables, one could end up making a
dozen different bridges for a single viol. There are a number of fundamental variables
we have to consider: how high up the 'eyes' should be (the point of maximum
sideways flexibility of the bridge); how thick or thin the legs should be to enhance the
lower frequencies (early viol bridges rarely seem to have had 'feet' in the style of

modern violin-family bridges); what cut-out patterns might work both for the 'heart' of
the bridge and in the upper or blade section; how thick the bridge should be, when
viewed from the side as a quarter-sawn 'wedge'; and of course what wood and wooddensity might work best.
It is almost impossible to summarise how such complex variables might inter-relate
for different sizes of viols - and in any case decisions will vary according to personal
preference and intended musical use. Nevertheless a few general observations might
be attempted, if only to emphasise how important the bridge will be as a factor in the
kind of sound we may want from an early English consort instrument. No claims are
made for the validity of these observations for later instruments, including the sevenstring French bass, although an equally wide range of possibilities might apply there
too.
The Stradivarius templates are
interesting for a number of
reasons, whether they were
intended for instruments of the
violin or the viol family. The
design is fundamentally
different from the (probably
nearly contemporary) 'Meares'
type bridge, in that it has much
shorter and stockier legs, a
'heart' cut around half-way up
the bridge (or lower, once fitted
to match the belly). The eyes llustration 4: bridge for a consort bass
were in effect cut sufficiently low to leave a substantial and often uninterrupted 'arch'
below the strings,which may have helped create an even sound throughout the range
of the instrument. We don't know how thick seventeenth-century violin or viol bridges
normally were, but from what we can see in paintings (from later sixteenth-century
Italian representations, through Caravaggio, to Dutch domestic interiors) they may
have been significantly thicker than in later illustrations. Experiments readily
demonstrate that, in the area of the 'waist' (between the eyes, half-way up this kind of
bridge) the sideways width and the sectional thickness of the wood work in close
relationship. In high-quality quarter-sawn sycamore, which is extremely tough and
flexible, the eyes can be cut quite deep if the wedge at this point is thick enough.
The relative proportion of these two dimensions (distance between the eyes, in
relation to thickness of the bridge 'wedge' at this point) has a direct bearing on the
sound. When the instrument is bowed, the bridge bends both sideways and up-and-

down. The lateral vibration occurs at the same frequency as that of the string which is
generating the energy. However, the vertical bending (towards the fingerboard and
back towards the tailpiece) will occur at twice the frequency of the vibrating string
(the bridge will be pulled up when the string is at both its extreme sideways swings,
left and right, and ease downwards when the string is in the middle of its swing).
Quite how these vibration patterns transmit to the belly of a viol with a soundpost and
a bass-bar is totally beyond my mathematical comprehension. However, we can
readily hear the difference in sound arising from gradual and controlled alterations to
both width and thickness at the waist. Clarity and ease of articulation, which generally
benefits (within limits) from the degree of lateral flexibility of the bridge, is inevitably
also affected by the heart and any other cut-outs higher on the bridge. So is the
overtone structure, and the relative strength of the higher frequencies (harmonics) of
each note - how 'bright' the viol may sound when played. Finally, the volume and
dynamic range of sound is of course also affected.
In short, the bridge is perhaps nearly as complicated, acoustically, as the belly of the
instrument, but fortunately much easier to modify. We may consider treating the
bridge as the most experimental part of the setup of a viol, tweak it when a new
instrument is first strung up, and revisit it every few years as appropriate. And
although we have less evidence on historically informed bridges than we do even on
appropriate strings and bows, all the variables discussed here influence each other
and make a substantial difference in terms of the sound and playing styles we may
wish to try, when playing English consort music from before1660. Clearly, no one
type of instrument can ever do justice to the wide chronological and stylistic
boundaries within which viols are likely to have been used, but exploring both the
techniques of instrument makers and the demands of the music itself can lead to
some exciting discoveries.

